Winter roads lesson taken from https://www.amnh.org/explore/curriculum-collections/ecologydisrupted/winter-roadsNational Standards
Science as Inquiry, Content Standard A
1. Abilities necessary to do inquiry
2. Understandings about scientific inquiry.

Life Science, Content Standard C
1. Populations and Ecosystems
2. The Interdependence of Organisms

Science in Personal and Social Perspectives, Content Standard F
1. Populations, Resources and Environments
2. Environmental Quality
3. Natural Hazards and Human Induced Hazards

1. Ecological and Biological Concepts in the Context of Human Impact
•

•

•

Abiotic and Biotic Factors
o An ecosystem is comprised of non-living (abiotic) and living (biotic) components.
o Changing abiotic factors of an ecosystem affects the living organisms (biotic factors) in the ecosystem.
Water is essential to life
o Organisms need a clean water supply.
o Changing abiotic characteristics can make water inhospitable to life.
o Drinking water supplies are often located far from the cities that use them.
Runoff
o Water circulates through natural and human-made environments.
o Water picks up man-made and natural materials as it moves across surfaces.

2. Human Impact in the Context of Daily Life
•
•
•

The daily lives of people impact their surrounding environment.
Daily activities can change abiotic factors of water, which can threaten water supplies.
Human activity far away from a city can affect a city’s water supply.

3. Nature of Science
•
•
•
•
•

Science is based on evidence, which take many forms and is referred to as data. Inference and conclusions are based
upon data.
Scientists are people who ask questions about the natural world and gather and interpret data to address those
questions.
Communication is central to science so that others can verify data and build upon research.
Scientific research can help people learn about how daily life affects the natural world.
Science is a human endeavor.

4. Data Representation
•
•
•

Scientists use different tools to represent data.
Scientific tools like graphs help scientists compare and interpret data.
Some data representations are better than others based upon the needs of analysis and the type of data collected.

Discussion Winters, Snow and Salt
Key Idea: Erie and the Northeast receive high amounts of snowfall.
These areas use road salt to help melt the snow and ice.
1. Provide background on snow in Erie or your area.
Some key background Information:
•

The Northeast uses the largest amounts of salt during winter months due to high incidence of snow and ice and
high population density.
CLIMATE OVERVIEW. Erie, Pennsylvania, gets 42 inches of rain per year. The US average is 39. Snowfall is 102
inches. The average US city gets 26 inches of snow per year. The number of days with any measurable
precipitation is 96. The winter of 2017-18 snowfalls have already passed the average with 119.52 inches as of Jan
16.
Road Salt use

•

The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation is mindful of its salt use: Yet it applies nearly 27,500 tons of salt
every year to 779 miles of Erie County roads and highways. And if we double the volume to account for salt used by
the private sector, that’s 55,000 tons of salt added each year to the environment. Some of that salt gets washed into
the Lake Eriewatershed and some goes into the French Creek watershed.
All of that snow makes it hard for people to get around and can lead to car accidents.

•

In the winter of 2009-2010, 80.4 inches of snow fell on Baltimore. Use

•

Salt is used to melt snow and ice to make winter safer.

•

Discussion:
Key Idea: Snow interferes with daily life, so humans use salt to limit its interference.
Question: What are your experiences with snow where you live?
Answer: The snow piles up, over time becomes dark and dirty, and stays like that until it melts away down storm drains.
Question: What does the City look like during a snowstorm? After a snowstorm?
Answer: The City is covered with snow. It is very hard to get around. Slowly life gets back to normal.
Question: How do people deal with snowy and icy roads or how do people help life get back to “normal”?
Answer: The streets are plowed, sidewalks shoveled, and sand and salt is put on roads and sidewalk.
Question: Why is salt used on roads?
Answer: Salt helps to melt the snow because it lowers the freezing point of water (However it does not work as
temperatures drop below 20 degrees F.)

Discussion
Key Idea: Salt enters water systems through runoff.
Question: How might you test to see if salt added to roadways after snowstorms enters the water supply?
Answer: Answers will vary, but should include testing water supplies before and after salting of roads.
Question: If salt enters water sources, how would you expect stream water in an area with a lot of roads (like Erie) to compare to
stream water in an area like a forest without any roads?
Answer: Streams in areas with more roads will be saltier than streams in areas without roads. (Shorthand: More roads --> More
Salt)
Question: Why?
Answer: Salt is used to melt snow and ice on roadways, so more salt will have to be used in areas with more roadways. This salt
will then dissolve into the melt water and runoff into local area streams.

Salt Level Demonstration
Materials
• Water
• Salt
• Graduated cylinder
• Digital scale, if available; or measuring cup and spoons
Key Idea: What appears to be very little salt can cause big environmental changes like changing freshwater to
saltwater.
Use a 1000 ml graduated cylinder and a digital gram scale if available to measure out:
A. 1 mg table salt and 1000 ml of water = Salt levels of 1mg/L (freshwater)
B. 250 mg table salt and 1000 ml of water = Salt levels of 250 mg/L (EPA drinking water guidelines; freshwater)
C. 1 gram table salt and 1000 ml of water = Salt levels of 1000 mg/L (considered slightly salty; brackish water)
D. 3 grams table salt and 1000 ml of water = Salt levels of 3000 mg/L (NY/NJ Harbor Estuary water, considered moderately
salty; estuary water that changes with the tides)
E. 10 grams table salt and 1000 ml of water = Salt levels of 10,000 mg/L (NY/NJ Harbor Estuary water considered very salty)
F. 35 grams table salt and 1000 ml of water = Salt Levels of 35,000 mg/L (Very salty; open ocean water)

Teacher Tip
Use teaspoons and a measuring cup to measure out the same quantities, so that students can taste the differences in
salt:
A. 1mg/L ~ 0 tsp. of salt in 4 ¼ cups of water
B. 250 mg/L ~ 1/19 tsp. salt in 4 ¼ measuring cups of water
C. 1000 mg/L ~ 1/4 tsp. salt in 4 ¼measuring cups of water
D. 3000 mg/L ~ 5/8 tsp. salt in 4 ¼ measuring cups of water
E. 10,000 mg/L ~ 2 and 1/8 tsp. salt in 4 ¼ measuring cups of water
F. 35,0000 mg/L ~ 7 and 1/3 tsp. salt in 4 ¼ measuring cups of water
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Salt and Ecosystems Case Studies Worksheet
Use the ecosystem fact sheets to complete the table below

List at least two organisms that
live in this ecosystem.
FOREST

FRESHWATER

SWAMP

MARSH

ESTUARY

OCEAN

How will changing salt levels affect the organisms that live in
this ecosystem?

THE FOREST

SALT is not a

PLANTS

The Mountain Holly and Tamarack plants cannot grow in
salt levels higher than 170 mg/L.

normal part of
this ecosystem.

BIRDS

Seed eating birds may eat
road salt crystals because
they think they are seeds.
These birds may then die.

DID YOU KNOW?
About 17 to 20 million tons of road salt is used per year in the United States.
MAMMALS

Moose, elk, & deer that drink
salty water lose their fear of
vehicles and humans and are
commonly killed by traffic.

ROOTS AND SEEDS
Salt levels of 100 mg/L can
affect water absorption, root
growth, seed sprouting. The
loss of habitat harms animals
that depend on the land for
food, shelter, and breeding
sites.

Dose Makes the Difference
Discussion
Key Idea: Dose makes the difference. Some organisms are more sensitive to changes in salt than others.
Question: At what level does salt start to affect non-saltwater organisms in the forest? In a freshwater pond? Is it a
small or large amount and which organism is most affected?
Answers: Pine trees are affected by 67.5 mg/L of salt, which is a very small amount of salt. The Mountain Holly and
Tamarack plants cannot grow in salt levels higher than 170 mg/L and small freshwater plants and animals that are the
basis of the food web will begin to die at salt levels of 226 mg/L.
Question: Pine trees are hurt by salt levels as low as 67.5 mg/L, but people are allowed to drink water with more salt
than that level. Why is that?
Answers: People are able to flush out the extra salt in urine, sweat, and tears, while pine trees cannot.
Question: Why is it okay for people to drink water with some salt, but bad for people if they drink water that is too
salty?
Answers: The water will taste bad and the water may not be healthy because if a person drinks too much saltwater
they will die from dehydration. Human blood has a very narrow salt range. Drinking sea water will cause the blood to
take water from the cells to keep the correct blood salt levels. This loss of water will cause the cells to die and
eventually the organs and the body will fail.
Question: Some of the organisms that are most affected by salt are the small plants and animals that are lowest on
the food chain. How will their death affect other biotic factors in a freshwater ecosystem?
Answers: If plants and animals that are the basis of the food web disappear, the animals that eat them will also suffer
because they have less to eat.
Question: How does the dose or amount of the salt affect freshwater ecosystems?
Answers: The larger the dose of salt, the saltier the water and the larger the negative effects.
Question: How is it possible for a freshwater swamp to turn into a salt marsh without trees? What happened to the
trees? How can this occur?
Answers: The Hackensack River was dammed, cutting off the flow of freshwater to the swamp. The water became
saltier, killing trees and only allowing the salt tolerant reedy marsh grasses to grow.

Key Idea: Salt does not necessarily cause problems in ecosystems. It is changing salt levels that cause
problems.
Question: But do high amounts of salt always negatively affect ecosystems? Why is salt in stream water so bad, when
a great white shark lives in saltwater with no problems?
Answers: Organisms are adapted to live in a specific habitat, so great white sharks are adapted to living in salt water,
but would not be able to survive for long in a freshwater ecosystem. The same is true of a freshwater fish that is
moved to a saltwater ecosystem.
Question: What would happen to a great white shark if it was put in a freshwater tank?
Answers: It would not survive.
Question: Please summarize the role of salt in all ecosystems and explain why if high salt is good for an ecosystem,
why it is also sometimes bad for systems.
Answers: Different systems depend on different levels of salt. Salt isn’t per say bad, but changing salt levels can harm
ecosystems.

Salt Pollution & Land Use
http://www.caryinstitute.org/educators/teaching-materials/data-explorationnos/salt-pollution/salt-pollution-land-use
Salt Pollution
Time:
Two 40-minute class periods
Setting:
Classroom
Objectives:
Students will know how salt pollution gets into groundwater, and be able to explain what happens when
salt is applied to the ground/roads using data.
Lesson Overview
1.
2.
3.
4.

Review the concept of groundwater movement with students using models and/or videos.
Demonstrate water movement in soil.
Using the powerpoint slides and a demonstration, walk students through the accumulation of salt
in groundwater.
Review long-term trends of sodium chloride accumulation using provided data and reflecting on
data from the unit.

Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•

Copies of student worksheet – Salt Pollution & Land Use
Powerpoint
Materials for engaging students with groundwater – hands on demonstration and/or online visuals
Beaker of water
Salt
Conductivity probe

Tabs
•
•
•
•

Overview
Procedure
Resources
Standards

Lesson Overview

1.
2.
3.
4.

Review the concept of groundwater movement with students using models and/or videos.
Demonstrate water movement in soil.
Using the powerpoint slides and a demonstration, walk students through the accumulation of salt
in groundwater.
Review long-term trends of sodium chloride accumulation using provided data and reflecting on
data from the unit.

Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•

Copies of student worksheet – Salt Pollution & Land Use
Powerpoint
Materials for engaging students with groundwater – hands on demonstration and/or online visuals
Beaker of water
Salt
Conductivity probe

Procedure
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Engage: Since students struggle with visualizing how groundwater works, this engagement is
designed to improve their understanding of this type of water movement. There are several
suggestions for engaging students to think about groundwawter:
1. You can create a simple groundwater model by following the plans on this website:
http://www.groundwater.org/kc/activity8.html .
2. There is also a good visualization online through the MetEd website:
https://www.meted.ucar.edu/index.php . You have to create an account, but it is
free. Once on their website, look for the module titled “Understanding the Hydrological
Cycle”. Within that module, there is a section on Groundwater that students can go
through on their own time. There is also a wonderful module on “Watersheds”, which
has a section on Water Quality that explains how contaminants move into groundwater.
3. You can do a simple demonstration of water movement through “soil” – add food
coloring to a small clear cup of dried rice. Students can see how the liquid moves.
The powerpoint slides 1-9 provide background information on groundwater and images to support
this lesson, but are optional.
Explore: Hold up a pot of soil, and add water. Ask students to draw a diagram of what happens
to the water that falls on the surface of the soil in the pot. Check for understanding by making
sure students have labeled both evaporation and infiltration. Then, ask students to use a different
colored pen to diagram what happens if salt water is added to the soil. Students should recognize
that when the water evaporates, the salt is left behind. Ask students to pretend that the pot of soil
is the ground, and ask them to imagine what happens when water is continuously added to the
system. This is “groundwater”, which adds to stream flow. Ask students to think about what
happens to the salt that is in groundwater – where does it go? Does it stay in the groundwater, or
does it go into the stream?
Hand out the “Salt Pollution & Groundwater” worksheets. Ask students to answer questions #1
and #2 after the demonstration.
Explore: Remind students about the powerpoint slides from Lesson 2 which demonstrate what
happens when you continue to add salt to a body of water. If you didn’t show these slides in
Lesson 2, please do so now (slides 10-24).
To demonstrate this idea, hold up a beaker of water (100 ml is plenty), measure the conductivity,
and add a spoonful of salt. Ask for a volunteer to measure the conductivity again. Ask students to
predict what they think will happen to the conductivity level as the water evaporates. Remind
students to think about what happens to salt when salt water heats up – it stays behind. Then, ask
students to think about what happens if plants are using water that has salt in it. Do the plants take
up the salt?

7.

8.

9.

Explain: If you keep adding salt to water, some of the salt molecules will accumulate in the
groundwater, and some will be discharged into the surrounding waterways. Students should
recognize that the salt doesn’t leave the groundwater, ie it doesn’t evaporate or get used by
vegetation. Instead, it will be discharged into the streams throughout the year, or stored in the
groundwater.
Explore: Students should now look at the sets of graphs provided of the Wappinger Creek. The
first two graphs explore students’ understanding of scatterplots vs bar graphs, while the second set
of graphs includes a bar graph with error bars. Students are asked to make a claim for each set of
graphs; this should help them understand the benefits and limitations of each type of graph.
Extend: AP students could be given the following challenge, to help them think about the
input/outputs to the ecosystem:

The Town of Washington, where the Wappinger Creek is located, has been using thousands of pounds of
salt every year on its roads. Scientists at the Cary Institute of Ecosystem Studies measured the amount of
sodium chloride that came out of- or was “exported” from- the stream. Based on what went into the stream
(the “inputs”) and what came out of the stream (the “outputs”), we can identify how much of the salt stayed
in the ground water.

A
B

Source
Road salt
Parking areas
Sewage
Softeners, Deposition + Weathering
Total from known sources “INPUTS”

Kg of salt 1986
1,096,590
98,369
48,452
70,536
1,313,947

Kg salt 2005
1,191,689
127,367
57,881
79,161
1,456,098

Total NaCl exported from stream
“OUTPUTS”

878,781

2,283,053

Check for understanding with these questions:
•
•
•
•

In 1986, the amount of salt that was an “INPUT” to the stream was greater than/less than the
amount of salt that was exported (OUTPUT).
Why didn’t all of the salt that was “input” end up leaving the stream in the “output”? Where do
you think the extra salt went?
In 2005, the amount of salt that was an input to the stream was greater than/less than the amount
of salt that was exported.
Why was the amount of the “OUTPUT” so much different in 2005? Hint: think about the
diagram and the groundwater system.

Besides road salt, there are other sources of salt to our watersheds. Water softeners, runoff from sewage
systems, deposition, and rock weathering are some other ways that salt can enter the ecosystem. When
road salt is applied, it eventually dissolves into water and moves through the soil to groundwater or into
surface water. Salt affects organisms even below lethal concentrations by altering the drifting of aquatic
insects (drifting is a form of migration and movement). Another problem with creating consistently salty,
unnatural conditions is the resulting ability of salt-tolerant invasive species to move into an
area. Generally, zooplankton die at a concentration of 1000 mg/L, although students should note that salt

accumulates over time, and the longer the organisms are in a high salt environment, the more toxic the
effects.

10. Evaluate: Students should complete the rest of the lab sheet. Pay attention to students’ ability to
state a claim, provide adequate evidence, and connect the evidence and claim through reasoning.
11. Final assignment: To help students bring together what they've learned about data and salt
pollution, a final assignment is provided. Students are asked to critique a news article of their
choice, paying attention to the claim, evidence, and reasoning in the article.
Lesson Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student Worksheet (pdf, 405 KB)
Worksheet Answer Key (pdf, 467 KB)
Powerpoint (pptx, 2 MB)
Final Assignment (pdf, 273 KB)
Article 1 - Davis, 2009 (pdf, 220 KB)
Article 2 - Rastogi, 2010 (pdf, 27 KB)
Article 3 - Kelleher, 2008 (pdf, 210 KB)
Article 4 - Salt Institute, 2012 (pdf, 350 KB)

Standards
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Practices from the Framework for K-12 Science Education
Analyzing and interpreting data
Using mathematics and computational thinking
Engaging in argument from evidence
Benchmarks for Science Literacy
4G Forces of Nature
5D Interdependence of Life
9D Uncertainty
NYS Standards
MST 1 - Mathematical analysis, scientific inquiry, and engineering design
MST 3- Mathematics in real-world settings
MST 6- Interconnectedness of mathematics, science, and technology (modeling, systems, scale,
change, equilibrium, optimization)
ELA 4 - Language for communication and social interaction with a wide variety of people

